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Abstract—Synchrony refers to individuals’ temporal coordination during social interactions. The analysis of this phenomenon is complex, requiring the perception and integration of multimodal communicative signals. The evaluation of synchrony has received multidisciplinary attention because of its role in early development, language learning and social connection. Originally studied by developmental psychologists, synchrony has now captured the interest of researchers in such fields as social signal processing, robotics and machine learning. This paper emphasizes the current questions asked by synchrony evaluation and the state-of-the-art related methods. First, we present definitions and functions of synchrony in youth and adulthood. Next, we review the non-computational and computational approaches of annotating, evaluating and modeling interactional synchrony. Finally, the current limitations and future research directions in the fields of developmental robotics, social robotics and clinical studies are discussed.

Index Terms—Synchrony evaluation, coordination, computational model.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Multidisciplinary need for synchrony assessment
The need for a multidisciplinary approach to assessing synchrony is evident at the interface of social signal processing, computational neurosciences, developmental psychology and child psychiatry. Synchrony is a complex phenomenon requiring the perception and understanding of social and communicative signals and continuous adaptation. The implementation of interactive algorithms for complex tasks in human-machine interfaces requires a better understanding of human interaction regulation strategies, especially synchrony. Rapport building, the smoothness of a social encounter and cooperation efficiency are closely linked to the ability to synchronize with a partner. The close link between synchrony and interaction quality bears promising perspectives for researchers building social interfaces, robots or Embodied Conversational Agents.

In addition, a lack of automatic tools for studying synchrony has limited the exploration of psychiatric conditions that affect social abilities, whether permanently (e.g., autism) or temporarily (e.g., major depression), in terms of interactive abilities. The study of interaction and intersubjectivity in infants is crucial, but currently, no commonly accepted method exists for detecting and assessing synchrony and dysynchrony between interactive partners during early pathological development.

Recently, Meltzoff et al. described how research in developmental psychology may provide a good opportunity for enhancing computational models of such phenomena and vice-versa. In particular, the mechanisms of social learning have interested researchers in the field of developmental robotics, in which the long-term goal is building robots that, like infants, learn through observation, imitation and synchronized exchanges.
1.2 Scope of this paper

Synchrony is difficult to define and delimit. Numerous terms have been used in the literature to describe the interdependence of dyadic partners’ behaviors (mimicry, social resonance, coordination, synchrony, attunement, chameleon effect, etc.). Moreover, several concepts are closely related to synchrony or are prerequisites of synchrony, such as turn-taking and mutual attention. The first goal of this study is to clarify the concept of synchrony and its functions in both early infancy and adulthood.

While developmental studies have shown that babies have an early ability to detect disruption in interactional synchrony [6], a method for the objective evaluation of synchrony remains somewhat elusive despite being heavily targeted by researchers. In this study, we give a multidisciplinary overview of synchrony evaluation of human-human interactions. We will first present non-computational methods, which have been primarily developed by psychologists to evaluate interactional synchrony. We will then review recent advances in computational science efforts to capture pertinent information from behavior-coded databases and to directly model synchrony using low-level signals.

Finally, we will present the current limitations of computational methods and prospects for synchrony assessment research.

2 Definitions and related notions

2.1 Related theories and definitions

The concept of synchrony is complex, and the first step in its study is to define synchrony in relation to similar concepts. The study of synchrony is inextricably related to the study of communicative interaction and language. According to theories of dialog, conversation is a joint activity that requires coordination at two levels: content and process [7].

2.1.1 Content coordination

At the content level, conversational partners must coordinate what is being said and reach a common understanding. This common understanding is achieved by aligning the partners’ situation models, “which are multi-dimensional representations containing information about space, time, causality, intentionality and currently relevant individuals” [8, 9]. According to Pickering and Garrod, this alignment is achieved via a non-conscious mechanism called “interactive alignment”, by which partners align their representations at different linguistics levels at the same time. In a cooperative maze game, Garrod and Anderson observed that conversational partners trying to verbalize their position in the maze to a partner tended to use the pragmatical and lexical features of the utterances that they had just encountered [10]. This alignment serves communication efficiency: conversational partners tend to formulate their utterances to minimize the time and effort required for mutual understanding, minimizing their collaborative effort. Interactive alignment has been observed in dialog at the lexical level (with different speakers repeating the same word to refer to particular objects [10], [11], [12]), at the syntactic level (using the same syntactic structure [13]) and in accent or speech rate [14].

The alignment of these last articulatory dimensions is related to Giles’ Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT), evolved from the Speech Accommodation Theory (SAT), which addresses the tendency to unconsciously minimize or emphasize differences in speech, vocal patterns or gestures when interacting with a conversational partner [14]. CAT encompasses a variety of features, including accent [15], [16]; speech rate [17]; utterance length [18]; response latency [19]; pausing frequency and length [18], [19]; laughter [18] and postures [20]. CAT also focuses on the intercultural, interpersonal, psychological, social and contextual factors that modify communicative behaviors. CAT concerns both convergence and divergence, depending on whether the strategy is to minimize or maximize the speech pattern differences between the speaker and the conversational partner. Conversational partners often do not converge at all levels at any given time; they converge at some levels and diverge at others.

Behavior matching [21]; mirroring; mimicry [22], [23], [24]; congruence and the chameleon effect [25] are related to convergence. These concepts concern non-verbal communicative behaviors, such as postures, mannerisms or facial displays, and indicate similar, simultaneous behaviors by both social partners; the analyzed features are static and qualitative.

The automatic triggering of many social behaviors by the perception of action in others has also been studied in the neurophysiological literature: motor imitation arises from the firing of mirror neurons in macaque monkeys [26] and the premotor cortices, originally considered to be exclusively concerned with motor control, activate during the observation of actions, in the absence of any action execution, in humans [27]. The mirror neurons are an example of a more general mechanism: the neuronal structures involved when a mental state is experienced (internal representation of an action or sensation) are also used when perceiving others experiencing the same mental state. This mechanism also applies to emotion contagion: Lundqvist found that participants produced different EMG (Electromyography) patterns depending on the facial expressions that they observed in emotionally colored photographs [28]. For instance, participants showed increased muscular activity over the zygomaticus major (cheek) muscle region when facing happy facial expressions. Moreover, the motor mimicry was too subtle to be perceived visually.

2.1.2 Process coordination

At the process level, conversational partners are able to accurately predict the beginnings and endings of conversation phases, which are marked by syntax, morphology and intonation [14]. By accurately projecting the ending of the speaker’s turn, the listener can begin his turn using
correct timing, allowing the conversational partners to achieve synchrony.

Bernieri et al. define synchrony as “the degree to which the behaviors in an interaction are non-random, patterned or synchronized in both form and timing” [21]. Synchrony refers to the temporal coordination between individuals. For Cappella, “Coordination is arguably the essential characteristic of every interpersonal interaction...Interpersonal communication requires the coordination of behavior” [29]. Synchrony is related to the adaptation of one individual to the rhythms and movements of the interaction partner [20] and the degree of congruence between the behavioral cycles of engagement and disengagement of two people. Newman and Newman add that synchrony suggests that the social partners move fluidly from one state to the next. In opposition to behavior matching, synchrony is a dynamic phenomenon [30]. Moreover, this synchronistic process may occur in different sensory modalities; for example, the intensity of an infant’s physical behavior matches the intensity of the mother’s vocal behavior [31].

In terms of interaction dynamics, the conditions for the emergence of synchrony include [32] (1) maintaining a prolonged engagement in mutual attention and turn-taking with both partners “tracking each other”; (2) temporal coordination, the matching of activity levels (body orientation, body movements, facial expressions), similarly to a dance; (3) contingency; (4) attunement, meaning that in infant-adult caregiver interactions, the caregiver senses the infant’s state and adjusts accordingly. Related terms in the literature include contingency, mutual responsiveness, mutual adaptation reciprocity, mutuality, affect attunement, dyadic affect regulation, interactional synchrony, dyadic synchrony, and behavioral entrainment. The definitions of synchrony are often circular and certainly too vague to use in a computational method; the types of behaviors and patterns and the scale of the phenomenon are not specified.

2.2 Proposed definition of synchrony

For the authors, synchrony is the dynamic and reciprocal adaptation of the temporal structure of behaviors between interactive partners. Unlike mirroring or mimicry, synchrony is dynamic in the sense that the important element is the timing, rather than the nature of the behaviors. Taking the floor at the appropriate time and grasping an object being held out are matters of synchrony. As noted in [33], the distinction between synchrony and mirroring can be unclear; these phenomena are not disjunctive and can often be observed simultaneously. For instance, two people sitting with crossed legs or looking in the same direction are exhibiting either mirroring or the chameleon effect. This behavior becomes a matter of synchrony if they cross or uncross their legs at the same time or gaze in the same direction simultaneously.

These actions are a coordination of behaviors in the sense that they are multimodal (different modalities intervene at the same time). In this respect, synchrony differs from alignment, mirroring or the chameleon effect in which the adaptation occurs in the same modality for the two partners. To grasp an object, a person must simultaneously follow the object visually and reach out his arm. Such actions are also intermodal (the coordination intervenes across modalities), such as nodding one’s head to indicate agreement with what is being said. In this work, behavior refers to communicative verbal and non-verbal behavior (gestures, postures, facial displays, head gestures, etc.). Finally, synchrony can occur in all interactive context: cooperative (playing a piece of music in duo) or not cooperative activities (fighting), linguistic (telephone conversations) or not linguistic interaction (catching a ball). We argue that synchrony entails interaction.

Given this definition, for each behavior produced by one partner, there is a limited window of time for the other partner to produce a coordinated behavior. Thus, when computing the coordination of two distinct behaviors, the size of the temporal window should be very limited and dependent on the duration of the participatory actions of each partner. If the activity of interest is playing catch, there is no need to study the catcher’s coordination if the ball has fallen to the ground or if the next throw has begun. For natural conversation, the fluency of turn-taking is considered turn by turn. This fact does not mean that coordination cannot evolve during an interaction. Partners playing catch will likely become better coordinated with practice, and conversational partners may accommodate their speech style over the course of their encounter, which will help to smooth their turn transitions.

3 Functions of synchrony

3.1 Functions in early infancy

There is likely much that is not yet understood regarding the role of synchrony during early development. Some important functions have been highlighted. First, synchrony appears to be involved in the co-regulation of affective states [34], [35], that is, a “process through which the mother and infant match each other’s affective states within lags of seconds jointly moderating the level of positive arousal”. Mothers tend to use this mechanism to maintain and regulate the exchanges with their infant during face-to-face interaction. Through these synchronized exchanges, the mother can smoothly move the infant from one state to another. In other words, synchrony facilitates the interaction, promotes openness between mother and child, and enhances the degree of presence in a gathering [36], [37], [38].

Second, synchrony seems to improve the infant’s experience of effectance and social connection [32]. From the experience of dyadic synchrony, the infant gains a feeling that the interaction cycles are completed. When the interaction cycles are interrupted and then re-established, “the infant’s sense of confidence in his ability to self-regulate and engage others effectively” is enhanced [32]. Newman and Newman describe this mechanism as follows: “Long before infants can use language to convey
feelings or needs, they experience the satisfaction of social connections through these cycles of communication. They do not rely on spoken language but on the many emotional cues that arise from rhythmic patterns of breathing, facial expressions, tone of voice, touch, and eye gaze. As the mother and baby move into renewed moments of coordination, their sense of pleasure increases, leaving a memory of such moments to guide future conversations.

Third, given what has been said previously, synchrony should facilitate secure attachment. The increasing number of children with insecure attachment and behavioral symptoms after exposure during infancy to a mother with disruptive behaviors [39], depression [40], or social deprivation [41] substantiates the importance of synchrony for adequate emotional child development.

Fourth, synchrony also plays a role during language acquisition. Empirical evidence for probabilistic or statistical learning has matured in the fields of auditory and visual inputs [42]. In language acquisition, cultural factors are crucial for both oral and written languages; however, cultural influences on oral and written languages develop in radically different ways. Oral language develops “spontaneously” unless the child is deprived of language exposure. Saffran et al. [43] and Kuhl and colleagues [44, 45, 46] investigated the role of exposure to a given language by highlighting a statistical learning process and specialization in native languages (e.g., the magnet effect) [47]. Simple exposure, however, does not explain language learning. In both speech production and perception, the presence of an adult interacting with a child strongly influences learning [48].

Finally, imitation, which has been widely studied in developmental psychology, should be mentioned [49, 50]. Imitation can be defined as a motor or verbal act that is similar to a motor or verbal act previously initiated by a model. At first, imitation is a means to learn by observation and replication (observational learning). Imitation also helps the child construct a social code and replicate what he has observed in adequate situations. Next, imitation is a means to communicate for as long as the child cannot speak. The child learns to communicate at first with various forms of imitation, such as symbolic play, which occurs when the child begins to substitute one object for another and to represent this object in a fictive world (for instance, riding a chair as a horse), or postponed imitation (when the model of imitation is absent). Until approximately two years of age, the child does not speak and resorts to imitation to interact with his peers. Imitation tends to disappear with the acquisition of language.

3.2 Functions in adulthood

In adulthood, interactional synchrony has been shown to act as a facilitator to smooth social interactions, to achieve “coordination of expectancies among participants” [50]. Non-verbal synchrony also plays a role in building rapport among individuals [51, 52]. In their study of non-conscious mimicry, Chartrand et al. established a link between the degree of mimicry, the perception of interaction smoothness and the degree of liking between interaction partners [25]. Moreover, they showed that not all individuals share the same dispositions to imitate their partners and that empathic persons had a greater tendency to produce nonconscious mimicry.

A link has also been established between the degree of synchrony and how dyadic partners are perceived [52]. For instance, Lakens et al. manipulated movement rhythms of stick figures and asked judges to evaluate the perceived entitativity (i.e., the unity, the emergence of a social unit). He demonstrated a linear relationship between the differences of movement rhythms and the perception of entitativity [53].

Executing a task in synchrony seems to promote cooperation between individuals [54] and to enhance memory of interaction partner’s utterances and face appearance [55]. More, in-phase coordination was shown to promote memory of interaction partner’s utterances over self utterances [55]. Interestingly, Ramseyer et al. investigating non-verbal synchrony between patient and therapist during psychotherapy sessions evidenced that non-verbal synchrony was associated with therapy outcome and patient’s view of the therapy process [57]. They found that synchrony was increased in sessions rated by patients as manifesting high relationship quality, and in patients experiencing high self-efficacy. Furthermore, higher non-verbal synchrony characterized psychotherapies with higher symptom reduction.

Bouhuys et al. found that a lack of coordination in non-verbal behaviors constitutes a risk factor for depression recurrence [58]. In addition, Bird et al., comparing adults with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) to controls in an imitation task, found that ASD individuals responded faster to robotic hands, whereas the comparison group responded faster to human hands [59].

4 Non-computational methods of synchrony assessment

In the earliest days of synchrony research, instances of synchrony were directly perceived in the data by trained observers. Several methods have been proposed to evaluate interactional synchrony, ranging from behavior microanalysis to global perception of synchrony.

Behavioral coding methods propose evaluating the behavior of each interactional partner on a local scale. These methods require the use of computer-based coding (e.g., Observer ® or Anvil [60]) and trained raters. Various category and time scales can be used for coding. In [29], Cappella synthesized the three crucial questions to be addressed when conducting an interaction study: “what to observe (coding), how to represent observations (data representations) and when and how frequently to make the observations (time)”. For instance, Condon and Sander as well as Cappella [31, 61] proposed analyzing micro-units of behavior. They annotated the speech segments and the direction of movement of different body parts (head,
eyes, mouth, elbows, trunk, shoulder, wrists and fingers). At a higher scale, some grids directly analyze interactive behaviors (smiles, gazes, illustrative gestures, adaptors, head gestures (nods, shakes)) or functional states (alertness, orientation between the partners, communicative expression, emotion, body contact and postural tension) [62, 63]. Generally, a measure of synchrony is deduced from the covariation of the annotated behaviors. The codes can be either continuous (speed of a gesture) or categorical (type of gesture). This type of grid has been widely used for coding home movies. Coding home movies is particularly complex because of the naturalistic setting and the varying quality of the films. This approach has been largely used in the field of autism to improve our understanding of the early developmental course of children who will be eventually diagnosed with ASD [64]. This knowledge is needed to better understand the complex pathogenic phenomena of autism and to improve the early screening and management of autism.

Behavioral coding methods are time-consuming and tedious with regard to the training of observers, the number of behaviors coded and the duration of the video files to be coded, particularly for longitudinal studies. Cappella [61] and Bernieri et al. [5] proposed an alternative to behavior micro-analysis: the judgment method. In their studies, they investigated the use of human raters to evaluate video clips of infants interacting with their mothers. Raters judge for simultaneous movement, tempo similarity and coordination and smoothness on a longer time scale using a Likert scale. Cappella showed that untrained judges were consistent with one another and reliably judged the synchrony between partners [61]. Nevertheless, considering the complexity of the underlying phenomenon, the reliability of the coders’ judgment can be problematic. This question can be partially circumvented by the use of a scale of several items to test a given construct and several judges.

Another method is the Coding Interactive Behavior (CIB) [65], a well validated system for coding mother-infant interactions requiring trained observers [64, 67]. The CIB is a global rating system of parent-child interaction that contains both microlevel codes and global rating scales. Codes are averaged into six composites (maternal sensitivity, mother intrusiveness, limits, mother-infant positive affect, infant involvement, and negative dyadic status) that are theoretically derived and address several aspects of the early mother-infant relationship, showing acceptable to high internal consistency [66]. The coding of feeding interactions has been shown to differentiate infants diagnosed with psychiatric disorders in infancy [68], or prematurity [70]. The CIB was also used in studies assessing the effect on early childhood development and interactive behavior of various maternal/parental styles, such as breastfeeding [71], skin-to-skin contact (kangaroo care) [72] and parent or child gender [73].

Non-computational methods suffer serious drawbacks. Within the tedious task of coding, segmenting and annotating behaviors can be confusing: when does a behavior start, when does it end, how should it be labeled? Often, the annotator makes trade-off because no label accurately describes what he observes. The judges’ reliability in assessing such a subjective and complex construct is also questionable, and no general framework for synchrony assessment has been accepted to date. A method was recently proposed to convert the judgments of multiple annotators in a study on dominance into a machine-learning framework [74]. Finally, conversational partners are often studied individually when coding. Thus, it is particularly difficult to recreate the dynamic and interpersonal aspects of social interaction manually and after coding. Nonetheless, annotation and judgment methods are essential in proposing automatic systems for synchrony assessment and testing their performance. Currently, no automatic systems modeling synchrony using real interaction data are free from annotation. Annotation is mainly used in two different manners. First, annotation is used to train automatic systems to model and learn communication dynamics (see section 5). These studies often rely on behavioral coded databases. Second, another set of studies intends to measure the degree of synchrony between dyadic partners with unsupervised methods (see section 5). In these studies, the measure of synchrony is not validated per se but is judged by its ability to predict an outcome variable that has been manually annotated, often using judgment methods. The outcome variable can be friendship [75], success in psychotherapy [76], conflicting situations [75], etc.

5 Fully Automatic Measures of Movement Synchrony

To avoid tedious coding, automatic techniques can be used to capture pertinent social signals and assess movement synchrony in human-human interactions. The studies reviewed in this section aim to measure the degree of similarity between the dynamics of the non-verbal behaviors of dyadic partners. The goals of these studies are generally divisible into two categories: to compare the degree of synchrony under different conditions (e.g., with or without visual feedback) and to study the correlation between the degree of synchrony and an outcome variable (e.g., friendship, relationship quality). Consequently, these methods are mostly unsupervised in the sense that the measure of synchrony is not validated per se; rather, the ability of the measure to predict the outcome variable or to discriminate the different conditions is important. The methods described in this section were applied to adult-adult and child-adult interactions (Tables 1, 2, 3). In this section we describe in detail the traditional steps of a computational model to assess synchrony (Fig. 1).

Although our focus is mostly on the study of movement synchrony, many of the methods, issues and findings are similar to the study of such subjects as entrainment or adaptation in spoken language interaction. For instance, Levitan et al. [76] studied global and local measures of entrainment in backchannel-preceding cues based on audio features (intonation, voice quality, pitch, intensity,
duration) and its association with dialog coordination and task success. Benus et al. [77] studied the link between the alignment of turn-taking behavior and the achievement of pragmatic goals. They quantitatively measure the rhythm entrainment between speakers as the latency of the first pitch accent after a turn exchange divided by the rate of pitch accents in the utterance preceding the turn exchange. Finally, [78] proposed using a machine learning algorithm to predict the emotional coloring (valence, activation, power) of an utterance based on the emotional coloring of the previous utterance.

Fig. 1. Synopsis of a synchrony computational model

5.1 Features
The first step in computing synchrony is to extract the relevant features of the dyad’s motion. With the exception of Delaherce and Chetouani, who tried to model the coordination between movement features and prosodic features of speech (pitch, energy, pause and vocalic energy) [79], previous studies have focused on unimodal features. We can distinguish between studies focusing on the movement of a single body part and those capturing the overall movement of the dyad. Several acquisition techniques are prominent in the literature: motion-tracking devices, image-processing techniques (tracking algorithms, image differencing) and physiological sensors. Studies on a single body part usually use dedicated motion tracking devices (speaker tongue position [80], finger motion [81], eye movement [82], hand motion [83], leg motion [84]). Several studies have focused on the coordination between the postural movements of the participants [85, 86, 87], as postural movements can be mediated by a common tempo of verbal interaction.

Numerous studies focus on head motion, which can convey emotion, acknowledgement or active participation in an interaction. Head motion is captured using either a motion-tracking device [88, 89, 90] or a video-based tracking algorithm [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. Many studies capture the global movements of the participants [97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104]. Except for Boker and Rotondo [98], who used a motion-tracking device, these studies use a video-based algorithm to evaluate the dyad’s motion. Other studies have also focused on the motion of an apparatus being actuated by the participants (swinging pendulum [105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 108] or rocking chair [110]).

5.2 Measures
5.2.1 Correlation
Correlation is certainly the most commonly used method to evaluate interactional movement synchrony. After extracting the movement time series of the interactional partners, a time-lagged cross-correlation is applied between the two time series using short windows of interaction. Several studies also use a peak picking algorithm to estimate the time-lag of the predictive association between two time series (i.e., the peak cross-correlation that is closest to a lag of zero) [22, 23, 1]. A critical question is the choice of the length of the windows of interaction. In the studies reviewed, the length of the window varies from 1 s to 10 min with time-lags of 0 to 5 s. Boker et al. raise the question of the time series stationarity [89]. They compare the cross-correlation between (a) the movements of two dancers synchronized with each other and the rhythm of the music and (b) the head movements of two persons conversing. In (a), there is a stable pattern of synchronization during the entire interaction; the data follow the assumptions for a stationary process and the cross-correlation calculated on the whole interaction is high. In (b), there might be a “high degree of association on short scales, but due to nonstationarity, overall there might be only low values of correlation”. Thus, a weak correlation between time series could indicate either little coordination in the conversation or nonstationary short-term coordination.

An additional issue is linked to the representation or meta-parameters extracted from the cross-correlation coefficients. A color-coded correlation map is the most common way to represent cross-correlation coefficients [80, 88, 89, 90, 33, 99, 100, 111, 104]. Time is represented on one axis, and the different time-lags are represented on the other. The correlation strength is represented by different color shades. Correlation maps have the advantage of showing a global snapshot of an interaction. Sequences of high synchrony are easy to identify, and the difference between two dyads can be grasped.
immediately. When the time-lag between partners is measured using a peak-picking algorithm, researchers usually plot the evolution of the time-lag over time [88], [89]. Such plots reveal leading-following relationships between the partners and any dominance traits. These representations are particularly useful when only one signal is being studied. When partners are characterized by several features, the relationship must be represented across the different features. Delaherche and Chetouani proposed using dendrograms to characterize the hierarchy in feature similarity [79]: a clustering algorithm was applied to understand how local synchrony was established across all features and to represent their similarity hierarchy. Dendrograms are tree diagrams illustrating the hierarchical relationship between data, often used to represent taxonomy or a hierarchical clustering in biology. U-shaped lines connect features according to their similarity. The height of each U-shaped line represents the distance between the two connected features. The construction of a dendrogram relies on a similarity symmetric matrix containing the distance between every possible pair of features. Dendrograms have two main advantages over the previously described techniques: they characterize the coordination across more than two features (from different modalities) and offer a snapshot of a given window of interaction.

Apart from the representation of synchrony, there is also a need to aggregate the measures from the cross-correlation matrices in synthetic parameters to quantitatively compare different dyads or study the relation between the existence of synchrony and an outcome variable (e.g., smoothness of interaction). Two meta-parameters are traditionally assessed to characterize synchrony between partners. First is the degree of synchrony, the percentage of synchronous sequences. When a peak-picking algorithm is applied, the mean and variance of the correlation coefficient’s peak value indicate the strength and the variability, respectively, of the coordination during the interaction. Second, the orientation of synchrony indicates who is driving the interaction. The orientation is measured using the time-lag between synchronized windows of the video [85], [59]. A positive lag between partner 1’s features and partner 2’s features indicates partner 1 is leading the interaction, while a negative lag indicates partner 2 leading the interaction. A zero lag between each partner features indicates mutual synchrony.

5.2.2 Recurrence analysis

Recurrence analysis was inspired by the theory of coupled dynamical systems (see Table 2), providing graphical representations of the dynamics of coupled systems. Recurrence analysis assesses the points in time that two systems visit similar states, called “recurrence points”. These points represent the points in time that the two systems show similar patterns of change or movement. Consider, for example, two time series of numeric measurements. First, time-delayed vectors \( v \) of points \( m \) are constructed from the time series, where \( m \) represents the embedding dimension and \( t \) the delay between sequential time-points. Every vector from the first time-series is compared with every vector from the second time-series using a distance measure (e.g., Euclidean Distance). A cross-recurrence matrix is created at this stage. A threshold on the distance between vectors is fixed to decide whether two vectors are similar. A timepoint \((i;j)\) on the cross-recurrence matrix is set to 1 if the vectors \(i\) and \(j\) are similar and 0 otherwise. The cross-recurrence plot is the two-dimensional representation of the cross-recurrence matrix.

Webber and Zbilut proposed several parameters to illustrate the coordination structure between both systems [112]. The first measure (%REC) is the percentage of recurrent points on the plot. Ranging from 0% to 100%, this measure indicates the degree to which both systems tend to visit similar states. Diagonal structures represent periods in one time series that show a similar trajectory as those in another time series at a different time. Stochastic behavior tends to produce very short diagonals, whereas deterministic behavior produces longer diagonals. Thus, the rate of recurrence points forming diagonal lines is informative of the determinism of the interaction between the two time series. The average length of the diagonal line represents the time that both systems are attuned. Finally, by computing a histogram of the length of all diagonals, the authors deduce the entropy of the cross-recurrence plot. Entropy reflects the complexity of the deterministic structure in the system.

5.2.3 Spectral methods

Spectral methods constitute an interesting alternative to temporal methods when dealing with rhythmic tasks. Spectral methods measure the evolution of the relative phase between the two partners as an indication of a stable time-lag between them. For instance, Oullier et al. [81] and Richardson et al. [105], [110] proposed plotting the histogram of the relative phases across the whole interaction. The stability of the interpersonal coordination between the dyadic partners was indicated by the degree of flatness of the phase distribution. Spectral methods also measure the overlap between the movement frequencies of the partners, called cross-spectral coherence [82], [110], [79] or power spectrum overlap [81], [113]. This quality is measured as the area of intersection between each participant’s normalized spectral plots and indicates the strength of the frequency entrainment between the two partners.

5.3 Significance test: pseudo-synchrony

A critical question when attempting to detect dependence relationships between features is where the boundary between scores indicating significant and insignificant synchrony should be. Ashenfelter et al. summarize the issue [88]: “...it is reasonable to ask whether these coefficients are due to the coordination between people as they act in a mutual perception-action cycle or if these values might be due to the overall context of the conversation.”
### TABLE 1
Studies on computational assessment of synchrony - Correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Participants¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Windowed cross-lagged regression</td>
<td>Friends and non-friends dyads playing a computer game in neutral/conflict situations</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=13 (C²-C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Job interview role-play sessions in mixed/sex and same/sex interactions</td>
<td>Head Motion</td>
<td>N=128 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[80]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Attempt to synchronize repeated productions of a one or two-word sequences</td>
<td>Speaker tongue position</td>
<td>N=1 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[89]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Pair of individuals imitating each other’s movements in dance in various leading/following instructions</td>
<td>Head and hand motion</td>
<td>N=4 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[90]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Free interacting sessions in noisy/quiet environments</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>N=6 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[91], [92], [93]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Free interacting sessions, meetings</td>
<td>Head and body motion</td>
<td>N=1³(A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[79]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Construction task between a demonstrator and an experimenter separated with a folding screen</td>
<td>Motion Energy Image</td>
<td>N=7 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrogram</td>
<td>Construction task between a demonstrator and an experimenter separated with a folding screen</td>
<td>Motion History Image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hands trajectory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pause</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocalic energy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[100]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=1 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[95]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Therapy sessions</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=2 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[89]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Therapy sessions</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=50 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[101], [57]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Therapy sessions</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=70 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[104]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Role-playing interview counseling sessions</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=4 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[103]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Educational counseling sessions (N=2)</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=6 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychotherapeutic counseling sessions (N=4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111], [104]</td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>Face-to-face discussions and conversations</td>
<td>Global Motion</td>
<td>N=40 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Number of dyads  
2 A=Adult,C=Child,M=Mother  
3 Group of 4 persons

Consequently, a baseline is needed to compare the scores and determine the significance of the measure. Bernieri et al. originally proposed a rating method ("the pseudo-synchrony experimental paradigm") to evaluate the interactional synchrony that occurred in a dyadic interaction [21]. The method consists of synthesizing surrogate data (pseudo-interactions): video images of dyadic partners are isolated and re-combined in a random order. Judges then rate the original and pseudo-interactions videos. Pseudo-interaction scores constitute a baseline to judge the scores obtained in the original interaction. The idea of generating surrogate data and comparing the synchrony scores on the genuine and surrogate datasets has been extended to automatic computation of interactional synchrony. First, features are extracted for each dyadic partner. The temporal structure of the first partner’s time series is destroyed and re-associated with the second partner’s original time series. Synchrony scores are assessed using the original and surrogate datasets. The synchrony scores on the surrogate dataset constitute a baseline for judging for the dyad’s coordination [82], [88], [111].

Ramseyer and Tschacher go beyond the comparison with a single surrogate dataset [101]. They build N (N=100) surrogate datasets and estimate the distribution of the surrogate synchrony scores. A statistical test is performed to test the hypothesis that the genuine synchrony score stems from the same distribution as the surrogate synchrony scores. Interactional synchrony scores are considered significant if genuine synchrony scores are above two standard deviations of the pseudo-synchrony scores (one-sided z-test, \( p < 0.05 \)).

Various methods have been used to generate the surrogate datasets (offsetting one time series of a large time-lag [88], time-shuffling n-second-length windows of one time series [101], [29], [82] associating mismatched partners who did not interact with one another [82]). [101] provides for a methodological description of resampling methods for synchrony assessment.
Studies on computational assessment of synchrony - Recurrence analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Participants¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Recurrence analysis</td>
<td>1) A first set of participants talk about a visual scene they are looking at. Audio recordings of their speech are played to a second set of participants looking at the same display; 2) Same display as (1). During the presentation to the second set of participants, the pictures turn from dimmed to full color in a synchronized/random condition</td>
<td>Eyes movements</td>
<td>1)N=36 (A²-A) 2)N=36 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53, 54]</td>
<td>Recurrence analysis</td>
<td>Pair of participants standing and performing a puzzle interpersonal task with several variables manipulated (facing toward or away from each other, conversing with each other or a confederate)</td>
<td>Postural movements</td>
<td>N=13 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>Recurrence analysis</td>
<td>Pair of participants standing and producing words in synchrony or in alternation, as the experimenters varied speaking rate (1) and word similarity (2)</td>
<td>Postural movements</td>
<td>1)N=36 (A-A) 2)N=17 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>Recurrence analysis</td>
<td>1) Pair of violin players acting four emotions (Joy, Anger, Sadness and pleasure) during their music performance in different conditions (with or without visual contact) 2) Quartet of violin players acting in three different ways (functional, regular, over-expressive)</td>
<td>1) Head trajectory and velocity 2) Head trajectory and velocity, biometric data (heart rate, breath, ocular movements, face muscles, music beat)</td>
<td>1)N=2 (A-A) 2)N=1 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55, 56]</td>
<td>Recurrence analysis</td>
<td>On-stage live musical performance for emotional entrainment analysis</td>
<td>Head motion</td>
<td>N=4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>Recurrence analysis</td>
<td>Dataset containing random or periodic motions</td>
<td>Silhouette motion</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Number of dyads  
² A=Adult, C=Child, M=Mother

These methods are subject to three main criticisms in the context of studying naturalistic interaction data. First, the evaluation and interpretation of these methods are particularly delicate. On the basis of the discriminative or predictive power of the measure, the authors cannot really know if it is real synchrony that is measured or just a co-occurrence of events without meaning, particularly for features as global as Motion Energy. Moreover, the measures provided by these methods are mostly global and do not shed light on what happened locally during the interaction; they do not provide a local model of the communication dynamics. Second, the importance of speech and multimodality is often concealed in these methods. Third, these methods are suitable for analyzing a database but do not provide direct insights on how to equip a machine with such coordination skills.

6 MODELING COMMUNICATION DYNAMICS

Given these criticisms, many in the field adopted the alternative practice of modeling the timing and occurrence of higher-level behavioral events such as smiles, head gestures, gazes and speaker changes. These behavioral events can be either extracted from a human-annotated database or predicted from low-level signals automatically extracted from data. These methods arise from a great interest in identifying the dynamical patterns of interaction. Instead of studying each partner’s behavior separately, the central idea is to characterize recurrent interpersonal behaviors. As Fogel explains, “traditional discrete state analytical tools are useful so long as researchers can couple them with other measures of the creative dynamics of social communication process” [116]. Another concern is obtaining knowledge from human–human communication dynamics to improve dialog systems, agent or robot interaction skills.
### TABLE 3

Studies on computational assessment of synchrony - Spectral methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Participants&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>Relative phase and frequency overlap</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting in front of each other, executing rhythmic finger movements at their own pace</td>
<td>Fingers motion</td>
<td>N=6 (A&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[106]</td>
<td>Relative phase</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting side-by-side, swinging handheld pendulum with several variables manipulated (frequency competition between oscillators, frequency of oscillation, in-phase/anti-phase coordination)</td>
<td>Motion of the pendulum</td>
<td>N=3 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[107]</td>
<td>Relative phase</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting side-by-side, swinging handheld pendulum with several variables manipulated (frequency competition between oscillators, frequency of oscillation, in-phase/anti-phase coordination)</td>
<td>Motion of the pendulum</td>
<td>N=5 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[108]</td>
<td>Relative phase</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting side-by-side, swinging handheld pendulum with several variables manipulated (social competence, frequency competition between oscillators, frequency of oscillation)</td>
<td>Motion of the pendulum</td>
<td>N=9 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[109]</td>
<td>Relative phase, Cross-spectral coherence</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting side-by-side, swinging handheld pendulum with several variables manipulated (visual/non-visual, frequency competition between oscillators, with/without methodological controls on the respect of the experimental conditions)</td>
<td>Motion of the pendulum</td>
<td>N=10 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>Relative phase</td>
<td>Pair of participants coordinating the oscillation of their legs at a different tempos, in in-phase/anti-phase conditions</td>
<td>Leg motion</td>
<td>N=6+1+1 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>Relative phase</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting side-by-side, swinging handheld pendulum with several variables manipulated (coordinated or uncoupled, frequency competition between oscillators)</td>
<td>Motion of the pendulum</td>
<td>N=3 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>Cross-spectral coherence</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting in front of each other, sorting card decks in suit piles with several variables manipulated (social facilitation, shared piles and control)</td>
<td>Hand motion</td>
<td>N=15 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[105]</td>
<td>Cross-spectral coherence, phase distribution</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting side-by-side, swinging handheld pendulum and performing a puzzle interpersonal task with several variables manipulated (visual, verbal)</td>
<td>Motion of the pendulum</td>
<td>N=12+9 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[110]</td>
<td>Cross-spectral coherence, Phase mode, relative phase shift</td>
<td>1) Pair of participants sitting side-by-side in rocking chairs asked to rock in inphase/antiphase conditions with focal of peripheral vision of their partner</td>
<td>Motion of the chair</td>
<td>1)N=12 (A-A) 2)N=8 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2) Pair of participants sitting side-by-side in rocking chairs asked to rock at their own preferred frequency with focal of peripheral vision of their partner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[115]</td>
<td>Wavelet transform Relative phase</td>
<td>Pair of participants sitting across of each other swinging their forearm with the intention to coordinate or not to coordinate</td>
<td>Forearm motion</td>
<td>N=6 (A-A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<sup>1</sup> Number of dyads

<sup>2</sup> A=Adult, C=Child, M=Mother
6.1 Modeling social interaction as sequences of behaviors

Machine learning methods offer an interesting framework for the exploration of interactive behaviors. A key challenge is proposing models with the content and temporal structure of dyadic interactions. Various sequential learning models, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) or Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), are usually used to characterize the temporal structure of social interactions. Messinger et al. employ related techniques for the understanding of communicative development, which is characterized by mutual influences during interaction: infants and parents influence and respond to one another during communication [117]. The authors focus on some specific social signals (e.g., smiling) and propose statistical approaches for the characterization of this signal on the response of the partner, who can be the parent or the infant. Probability distributions of transitions between states of behaviors previously annotated are estimated by maximum likelihood approach: \( p(i, m, i_{-1}, m_{-1}) \). These probabilities are used to characterize the dynamic of the early dyadic interaction using high-level labeled information, such as smiles. The comparison between the interactive situations among in infant development is accomplished using a similarity metric (Battacharyya coefficient).

Modeling temporal structure is not always sufficient. Magnnusson underlines the complexity of the detection of such interactive patterns using methods that simply study the sequence of events [118]. Interactive patterns are (1) hierarchical, a pattern is often formed of different levels of sub-patterns, and (2) variable, the number and types of behavior can vary greatly from one instance to another of the same pattern. He proposed an algorithm to characterize the complex hidden and repetitive temporal structure of verbal and non-verbal behavior (T-pattern). A T-pattern is defined as a repeated occurrence of a sequence of events that are separated by a “relatively invariant” time interval, the critical interval. The invariance of the time interval is evaluated by comparing the probability of observing this time interval between two successive events with the probability of observing the same time interval in a randomly distributed sequence of events. The strength of the algorithm is that it allows the insertion or omission of events according to the instance of the pattern. Moreover, the algorithm provides a hierarchical tree diagram to model the existence of patterns and subpatterns. Running the algorithm on randomized time series allows an analysis of whether some of the patterns are expected to occur by chance. Magnnusson also suggests the danger of simply focusing on two successive events, which could lead to a misinterpretation of the causality of events, while the prior behaviors of the T-pattern may also have an influence. T-pattern methodology and the Theme software have been applied to the analysis of social interaction with autistic children [119], movement synchrony in interpersonal attraction [120, 121] and symmetric behaviors in social interaction [122].

Dynamic verbal and non-verbal communications usually involve multimodal signals more or less simultaneously produced. Investigations of communication dynamics should address this phenomenon; integrated models offer relevant solutions. In [123, 124], an integrative approach is proposed to explicitly consider the interaction synchrony of behaviors. The model is applied to the characterization of parent-infant interactions for differential diagnosis: autism (AD), intellectual disability (ID) and typical development (TD). As in [117], the authors estimate transitions between behaviors of the infant and the parent by analyzing behaviors co-occurring in a 3s window. Assuming a Markovian process, they used a maximum likelihood estimation to estimate the probability of each interactive pattern, resulting in bi-gram models characterizing the temporal structure. To study these interactive patterns from an integrative perspective, the authors proposed employing a more global model using non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [125], coupled with statistical representation, namely tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency), to transform the scene annotations (bi-gram) into a representation suitable for the learning algorithm and the clustering task (NMF). A global non-negative matrix grouping all interactive behaviors (bi-gram) is constructed and decomposed into a few interactive behaviors groups. NMF is an unsupervised feature extraction method involving the decomposition of the non-negative matrix into two non-negative matrices. The non-negativity constraints are relevant for the analysis of human behaviors as they allow only additive, not subtractive, combinations. Because of the mathematical properties of NMF, the analysis accommodates an integrative perspective by providing clusters of interactive behaviors. In addition, to understand the development similarity of TD infants compared with AD and ID infants, the authors used Normalized Mutual Information (NMI), as proposed by [126]; the NMI between two different clustering solutions measures their agreement. Interestingly, the NMI profiles fitted the clinical hypothesis closely, showing a pervasive development in AD and a delayed development in ID [123].

6.2 Prediction of communication dynamics: turn-taking and backchannels

As discussed in section 2, synchrony is related to the continuous adaptation of behaviors between interaction partners. Several teams are interested “in developing predictive models of communication dynamics that integrate previous and current actions from all interlocutors to anticipate the most likely next actions of one or all interlocutors” [127].

The prediction of turn-taking has been largely studied in the perspective of building fluent dialog systems. The purpose of the prediction is to accurately predict the timing between speaker transitions and the upcoming type of utterance (speaker holding the floor, speaker changes) as it occurs in human-human interactions. For instance, [128] proposed predicting whether a speaker change will occur
or not at the end of an utterance given prosodic, spectral features and the duration of the previous talkspurt. It proposed combining features from several modalities to predict the end of a turn. Another option to improve the performance of turn-taking predictors is to look at the behavior of both partners, instead of focusing only on the speaker. For instance, proposed predicting interruptions in dialog. They used Hidden Conditional Random Fields and compared three sets of features: (1) interrupter gestural features (mouth, eyebrow and head), (2) interruptee prosodic features, and (3) an optimized combination of both first sets. They showed that the set combining features from both partners outperformed the performance of individual sets. proposed several guidelines for predicting turn-taking in a dialog system. They propose that (1) predictions should be made constantly rather than at certain time points, (2) predictions should be made for several points in the future and not only for the next instant, (3) predictions should be made for the user and the system, instead of predicting the user’s behavior and then determining the behavior of the system with some additional reasoning. This framework seems promising in the sense that it could handle any turn-taking pattern. Moreover, the authors propose going beyond turn-taking and predicting “turn-shaping”, the prosodic parameters of the next turn (pitch or speaking rate).

Back-channel behavior is intrinsically linked to turn-taking and includes continuers (“hum”, “aha”) and regulatory gestures (head nods, shakes, laughter). Back-channel behavior assures the speaker that the listener is paying attention and is in the same state in the conversation. Several teams have investigated how the speaker behavior triggered listeners’ back-channels. For instance, Cathcart et al. proposed predicting back-channels using part-of-speech tags and pause duration. Gravano et al. studied how intonation, intensity level, pitch level, voice quality and inter-pausal unit duration yielded to back-channel continuers. Morency et al. proposed studying which speaker feature (prosody, pause, spoken words, eye gaze) is important to predict the occurrence and timing of listener’s head nods. They used sequential probabilistic modeling (Hidden Markov Model and Conditional Random Field) to learn the dynamics from a human-human interaction database. An important aspect of their model is the ability to consider the joint influence of several features to trigger a back-channel.

7 Open Questions and Prospects

7.1 Open questions

Several questions regarding the dimension and perception of synchrony remain to be explored. These questions are fundamental to the development of an automatic model to assess synchrony. A first question relates to the timescale of synchrony: second, minute, all interaction. Is it appropriate to break behavior into small units? Is it possible to operationalize synchrony and/or measure occurrences of synchrony? A second question concerns the dimension of synchrony: is synchrony an all-or-none condition (synchronous vs. non-synchronous)? In other words, can dyadic interaction can approach or move away from synchrony? Is synchrony a continuous or a discrete notion? Six-month-olds can detect when a modality is synchronous and another modality is not. Thus, with regard to the unimodal versus inter-modal question, synchrony appears to be experienced as an all-or-none condition. Out of the question of modality and when addressing naturalistic interaction, much of the current information suggests that synchrony is a continuous notion. Various sources indicate that synchrony varies over the course of interaction, being stronger at the beginning and the ending of an exchange or at moments of particular engagement. Feldman operationalizes synchrony as the degree to which the partners change their affective behavior in reference to one another and obtains a number ranging between 0 and 1. When addressing the matter of movement synchrony and its relation to perceived entitativity, Lakens observed that objective differences in movement rhythms were linearly related to ratings of perceived entitativity. Finally, a recent study showed that the perception of coordination was more unanimous when coordination was very high or very low. However, judges were not reliable when judging dyads with “medium” coordination.

The question of the corpus is also crucial. Until Sun et al.’s recent contribution of their mimicry database, no publicly available annotated corpus were dedicated to the detection of synchrony. We can hope that this effort will benefit the field, aiding engineers in their work to develop new algorithms, skipping the data collection and annotation phases.

7.2 Prospects in developmental robotics

In the last decade, researchers in the field of robotics, signal processing and artificial intelligence have taken a growing interest in developmental phenomena, such as parent-infant synchrony, language acquisition and joint attention. For instance, the goal of developmental robotics is to enable robots and other artificial systems to autonomously develop skills for any particular environment rather than programming them to solve particular goals for a specific environment. This approach was inspired by human-infant interaction to design robots. Angelosi et al. identified a sequence of milestones for future research in the field. In the social learning section, the first target involves studying and implementing non-verbal social cues for language and skill learning. By decoding the appropriate non-verbal signals, robots can achieve joint attention with the partner, orient their gaze toward the partner’s focus of attention, and mirror the partner, among other things. Through these synchronized exchanges, the robot can acquire language by associating its focus of attention with information extracted from the partner’s speech.
Prepin and Gautier [141] proposed a robotic architecture (ADRIANA) able to measure the degree of synchrony with a human and adapt its behavior accordingly. The robot is equipped with two arms and two possible positions (lowered or raised). Participants were asked to “make the robot learn to move the arms, which is on the same side as the one they move”. At the beginning of the experiment, the robot raises or lowers one of its arms, randomly left or right, when the human does. At each trial, the time-delay between the robot and the human is predicted according to the past observations. Synchrony is assessed as the error between the predicted delay and the real delay. Thus, synchrony is used as a reinforcement signal to learn right-left associations. They found that the learning process converged for all participants.

7.3 Prospects in social robots and embodied conversational agents

Gratch et al. evaluated the importance of contingency, a prerequisite of synchrony, on various settings involving human-human and human-virtual agent interactions [142]. They compared the participants’ feeling of rapport when facing a responsive or non-contingent virtual agent listener. The responsive behavior corresponded to non-verbal productions (nodding, shaking, mirroring) when specific vocal and motion behaviors from the human were recognized. In the non-contingent behavior, the human was presented with a virtual agent with a pre-recorded behavior sequence. The researchers found evidence that the contingency of agent feedbacks influenced the behavior of the human participant and was involved in the creation of virtual rapport.

Similarly, in the field of social robotics, equipping a machine with social abilities, such as synchrony and turn-taking, represents a great challenge in the design of socially accepted interfaces [2]. Michalowski et al. designed the robot, Keepon, to engage in synchronous interactions with children [143]. Keepon is programmed to dance by performing periodic movements that smoothly and dynamically change tempo according to perceived rhythms. The rhythms can be extracted from various sensors according to the conditions being tested (vision, audio, pressure sensors, accelerometers, etc.). They studied the effect of synchronized movements on engagement under several conditions with the robot following the rhythm of a song or the movement of the child.

Kozima et al. also performed a longitudinal observation of autistic children interacting with Keepon [144]. Keepon was introduced as a toy in a daycare center for children with pervasive developmental disorders over a three-year period. They observed the emergence of interactions between the children and the robot. Some children engaged in imitation play with the robot. For other children, the robot acted as a pivot for “sharing and exchanging pleasure and surprise with the caregivers”. The authors claimed that the predictable and simple behavior of the robot facilitated the emergence of social behaviors.

7.4 Prospects in developmental and clinical studies

In the field of child psychiatry, many potential advantages to using interactive robots in clinical settings with individuals with ASD have been proposed. These advantages include the intrinsic appeal of technology to individuals on the spectrum, the ability of robots to produce simple and isolated social behaviors repetitively, and the fact that they can adapt to provide individualized treatment [145]. However, despite media interest, research in this area has been only exploratory, aiming at evaluating preference for machine-like characteristics or using a robot to elicit behaviors, practice a skill and provide feedback (for a review see [145]).

Tartaro et al. proposed to design virtual peers to help children acquire communicative skills [146]. They studied the production of contingent discourse of children with ASD in a collaborative task with a virtual peer. The virtual peer was controlled with the Wizard Of Oz methodology and incorporated “facilitating features” such as yes/no questions or conceptually-simple questions, to elicit responses from the child. They observed that compared to an interaction with a human peer, ASD children produced more contingent responses with the virtual peer. More, over the course of interaction the production of contingent responses increased.

However, studies on ASD have not yet considered the key role of social-communicative interaction in mediating interest and infants’ gaze following of a robot. In a very elegant study including several conditions, Meltzoff et al. [5] reported that 18-month-olds’ observation of a social robot interacting with an adult and imitation at a distance changed the infants’ interpretations of what the robot was. He was no longer seen as toy with random physical movement but as a psychological agent that could see.

At last, communicative development is characterized by mutual influences and co-regulations of social signals and affective states between parent and infant during interaction. Thus, probabilistic models and machine learning techniques offer an interesting framework to model such interactive behaviors [147], [45], [148], [149].

8 Conclusion

The current essay attempted to show that the assessment of interactional synchrony bears challenging questions at the crossover of several research domains. Psychologists’ coding methods and non-computational evaluation tools are essential for engineers to identify the relevant signals, validate machine-learning techniques to automatically detect occurrence of synchrony and model interactive patterns. New socially adapted interfaces could emerge from a better analysis of these social mechanisms. In return, psychologists could benefit from computational methods developed to study synchrony. Such methods could provide automatic and objective tools to study interactive abilities in several psychiatric conditions, such as depression and autism. Although few studies are currently available in this specific field, they appear to
be very promising (couple therapy [150], success in psychotherapy [57], mother-infant interaction [151]). Another great potential lies in the opportunity to build robots or virtual agents with interactive abilities. Indeed, such a setting allows control of the variables and testing of different settings and behaviors. Such manipulations can benefit both engineers and clinicians and can lead to a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of social interactions.
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